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Abstract: This paper proposes a graphical statistical tool easy to interpret that 
can be used to compare the attitude of different groups of subjects (individuals or 
organizations) with respect to categorical variables. The construction of the 
proposed graph is based on the combination of (i) an unusual application of the 
Nonlinear Principal Components Analysis, oriented to quantify categorical 
variables and focused on the so-called Projected Centroid Plot, (ii) the 
Inferential Confidence Intervals, and (iii) a nonparametric bootstrap study. An 
application investigates the quality of work in social cooperatives by exploring 
the relations between quality of work and characteristics of workers (gender, age, 
education, membership) and cooperatives (geographical area, type – A or B, 
dimension – in terms of number of workers). Results easily show how the groups 
of workers perceive the different aspects of the quality of work. 
 
Keywords: Nonlinear Principal Components Analysis, Projected Centroids, 
Bootstrap, Inferential Confidence Intervals 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Categorical data are common in many research fields, in marketing, education, genetics, social, 
economical, behavioural, and biomedical sciences, and many others. For example, in the social 
and economical sciences subjective data like individuals’ attitudes and perceptions (e.g. 
customer satisfaction) are often collected through the administration of questionnaires, with 
several items referring to different aspects of the concept being measured. Responses usually 
indicate the degree of agreement with each statement, with higher scores reflecting a higher 
degree of agreement. Consequently, the variables resulting from the questionnaire are ordered 
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categorical (i.e., ordinal) variables. Attention has to be paid to the treatment of ordinal variables, 
because we cannot assume a priori that the distances between the categories are equal. In 
analyzing ordinal variables it should be taken into account that the categories of the variable 
have a fixed a priori order, but this should not be taken to imply that the differences between 
numeric labels of the categories should be maintained; therefore, models for continuous data 
should not be used. 
In recent years, most scientists and statisticians have realized that it is unnecessary and often 
inappropriate to use techniques for continuous data when dealing with categorical data; this led 
to an increase in the development and use of specialized statistical methods and models for 
categorical data (see, for example, [1]). Also from a data analysis perspective, statistical methods 
as well as graphical representations must take into account the quantitative or categorical nature 
of the analysed variables. Moreover, some of the plots suitable for ordinal variables are not 
appropriate for nominal variables. 
This paper proposes a graphical statistical tool easy to interpret that can be used in a broad 
variety of situations whenever the focus is on the comparison of different groups of subjects 
(individuals, organizations, etc.) with respect to both nominal and ordinal categorical variables. 
Therefore, we consider to have one (or more) grouping variable(s), classifying subjects into 
groups, and we want to compare the attitudes of such groups with respect to one (or more) 
analysed categorical variable(s). For example, we want to compare the level of job satisfaction of 
males and females. In multivariate data analysis, several graphs representing categorical data by 
groups have been proposed (see, for example, [30]); however, when the number of categories of 
the analysed variable(s) and/or the number of groups of the grouping variable(s) are large, such 
graphs become difficult to read; moreover, some of them often require analysed variables 
measured on at least ordinal scales, like the box plots by groups. The proposed graphical tool can 
also be used when the number of categories of analysed and grouping variables is quite large and 
the analysed categorical variables are nominal or ordinal. Its use can be extended to quantitative 
data, when the aim is to compare the position of different groups on those variables. 
Although the proposed graphical tool can be constructed in several situations, we consider to 
start from a data matrix (subjects x variables) obtained by the administration of questionnaires. 
The construction of this graph is based on the combination of (i) an unusual application of the 
NonLinear Principal Components Analysis (NL-PCA: [14], [26]); (ii) the Inferential Confidence 
Intervals (ICIs: [32], [15]); and (iii) a nonparametric bootstrap study ([12], [13]).  
For each analysed categorical variable, the idea is to represent the position of groups on that 
variable by points, with associated intervals helping the interpretation of the different positions 
and, in particular, allowing a graphic test of the statistical differences. In the literature, an 
exploratory plot derived by the standard use of NL-PCA with points representing groups already 
exists (the Projected Centroids Plot, PCP: [25]) and ICIs have been proposed as an inferential 
graphical tool to test statistical differences ([32], [15]). The original contribution of this paper 
does not only consists in the use of an unusual application of NL-PCA to derive the PCP as well 
as the completion of the PCP, with the representation of some elements, helping the 
interpretation of the position of points. The most important contribution is the introduction of 
inferential issues by combining the PCP with ICIs and, in particular, by using the nonparametric 
bootstrap procedure in order to obtain the desired intervals. 
In the present paper, the proposed graph was used to analyse real data coming from the survey on 
the Italian Social Cooperatives called ICSI
2007
 ([8]), with the aim of evaluating the quality of 
work in social cooperatives. The perceptions of different groups of workers, with respect to 
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categorical variables of quality of work, are investigated. In particular, the relations between 
quality of work and characteristics of workers (gender, age, education, membership) and 
cooperatives (geographical area, type – A or B, dimension – in terms of number of workers) are 
explored.  
 
 
2. Methods 
 
Starting from a data matrix (subjects x variables), we propose to construct a graphical tool to 
compare groups on categorical variables by combining (i) the application of the NL-PCA, 
devoted to transform categorical variables into quantitative ones with metric properties (allowing 
the computation of group mean values) and focused on the graphical representation of “projected 
centroids”; (ii) the ICIs, an inferential graphical tool allowing to test the null hypothesis of equal 
means (for pairwise comparisons) by simply checking the overlapping of two intervals, and (iii) 
a nonparametric bootstrap study, usually used to assess some stability issues in the NL-PCA 
context, but here especially used to obtain bootstrap standard deviations to be used in the 
construction of intervals. 
 
2.1 The NonLinear Principal Components Analysis (NL-PCA) in brief 
NL-PCA is the technique chosen to take the categorical nature of variables into account. It is the 
nonlinear equivalent of classical PCA (see, for example, [16], [34]) and it simultaneously 
reduces the dimensionality of the data and transforms categorical variables into quantitative 
ones, by means of optimal scaling that assigns optimal quantifications to the original categories 
([14], [26]). We consider a nm data matrix H=[ h1 |…| hj |…| hm], where m is the number of 
variables (or items) observed on n subjects. The j-th item has kj categories contained in vector 
cj'=(1,…,kj), j=1,…,m. Each categorical variable hj defines a nkj binary indicator matrix Gj such 
that  
hj = Gj cj. The dimensionality reduction consists in an orthogonal projection from the R m space 
to the R p space, with p<<m. 
The optimisation problem is solved by minimizing the loss function 
)()(   j jjjj jj SqSq ayGXaqX , where Sq(·) stands for the sum of squared elements of 
a matrix or a vector, X is the np matrix containing the scores of the n subjects on the p 
dimensions (components) of Rp, qj is the n1 vector of the j-th quantified variable 
(transformation of the original variable hj) and yj is the kj1 vector of the category 
quantifications (quantifications of categories cj), aj is the p1 vector of the component loadings 
corresponding to the j-th variable. The solution is found by identifying the optimal values for X, 
aj e yj by means of an Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm that minimizes  with respect 
to X (for fixed aj) and with respect to aj (for fixed X), with a further internal ALS loop, alternate 
over yj and aj. The minimization process is constrained, because orthonormalization constraints 
are imposed to avoid trivial solutions ([14]). 
NL-PCA finds category quantifications that are optimal in the sense that the overall variance 
accounted for in the transformed variables, given the number p of components, is maximized. In 
the optimal scaling process, information in the original categorical data is retained in the optimal 
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quantifications, depending upon the optimal transformation function (or scaling level) that can be 
chosen for each variable separately ([26], [20]). 
In NL-PCA, all variables are transformed according to a single scaling level; when a single 
scaling level is chosen for a variable, each category of the variable receives only one 
quantification, valid for all dimensions. The j-th transformed variable qj can be written as 
qj = Gj yj and the m transformed variables qj, j=1,…,m, are enclosed in the mn  matrix Q, 
where the original scores for the individuals are replaced by the quantification of the category a 
subject scored in. 
By contrast, when a multiple scaling level is chosen for a variable, that variable receives multiple 
quantifications (a separate quantification for each dimension). The multiple quantifications 
obtained by the kj categories of variable j are contained in the kjp matrices Yj and not just one 
but multiple (one per dimension) transformed data matrix Qs, s=1,…,p, are obtained.  
In NL-PCA, categorical variables can be quantified by means of different single scaling levels, 
differing on the level of information contained in the original categorical variables and 
maintained in the transformed variables. The least restrictive level (requiring less restrictions and 
retaining the least amount of information) is the nominal scaling level, able to preserve in the 
category quantifications only grouping information in the original categories, allowing for a non-
monotonic transformation. The ordinal and spline ordinal scaling levels preserve grouping and 
ordering information, resulting in a monotonic transformation (usually, monotone non-
decreasing transformation, with reference to the original categories, are derived from a weighted 
monotonic regression process ([18], [19], [2]). Both nominal and ordinal transformations can 
also be obtained by spline transformations ([29]), which require the estimation of a lower 
number of parameters and result in smoother transformations (but at the cost of lower fit) than 
their non-spline counterparts. 
Finally, the numerical scaling level is the most restrictive level, preserving not only grouping and 
ordering, but also interval information, resulting in a linear transformation (choosing numerical 
scaling level for all variables, NL-PCA results are equal to classical PCA results). 
NL-PCA is useful when dealing with categorical variables, but also with numerical variables 
when they are supposed to be related by nonlinear relations. 
 
2.2 The Projected Centroids Plot (PCP) 
NL-PCA can be applied in order to obtain composite indicators of latent variables ([9]), but in 
this paper, we focus on a further aim of NL-PCA, that is the graphical representation of the 
analysed variables and the relations between variables and subjects. We refer to the vector model 
([26]) that represents, in the same low-dimensional R p space, (optimally scaled) variables by 
vectors and subjects by points (Figure 1a). Subjects can also be grouped according to a grouping 
variable (for example, gender) and represented by centroids; each centroid corresponds to one 
group and its coordinates are given by averaging the coordinates of the subjects belonging to that 
group. For example, in Figure 1a the n subjects are represented by n single points but also by five 
centroids, corresponding to five categories A, B, C, D, E of a grouping variable. At the same 
time, centroids represent both groups of subjects and categories of a variable (the grouping 
variable). When variables are represented by points (i.e., the centroids) associated to their 
categories, we are in the framework of the centroid model ([26]), in which variables are 
quantified according to a multiple scaling level and their categories receive a distinct 
quantification for each dimension in the solution. When the multiple scaling level is adopted for 
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all the variables in analysis, a multiple correspondence analysis, or homogeneity analysis or dual 
scaling, is being performed ([4], [14], [27]). 
To interpret the relations between subjects and variables, each point or centroid can be projected 
onto the vectors
1
 representing variables. Considering each variable separately, this projection 
allows to identify similarities and differences in the attitudes of (groups of) subjects, with 
reference to the considered variable. When the dimensionality reduction leads to two or three-
dimensional spaces, graphical representations are guaranteed. However, it is possible to represent 
the projection of centroids also with higher dimensional spaces by the Projected Centroids Plot 
(PCP; [25]). 
In the PCP (Figure 1b), each variable is represented by a straight (usually vertical) line and the 
groups of subjects by points onto that line. The position of points results from the projection of 
centroids onto the variable vector in the NL-PCA solution space. The centroids to be projected 
belong to variables treated with a multiple nominal scaling level while the variables on which 
centroids are projected are necessarily treated with single scaling levels. The projected centroids 
of variable l on variable j, Jj , (where J is the index set recording which variables have 
multiple scaling level) are given by Ylaj(aj′aj)
-1/2
. 
The PCP allows one to identify particular groups in the data that stand out on selected variables 
([26]). In Figure 1b, the same five centroids A, B, C, D, E represented in Figure 1a are projected 
onto the variable “var2”. This projection is the same as the one made in interpreting the biplot in 
Figure 1a, but now the projections are shown on a straight line representing the variable “var2”. 
It is also possible to represent more than one active variable by more straight parallel lines on 
which the centroids of one grouping variable are projected. Alternatively, more straight parallel 
lines can represent the same active variable on which centroids of more grouping variables are 
projected (see Section 3). The PCP in Figure 1b shows how each group, created according to the 
grouping variable, scores on the variable “var2”. The position of each group can be evaluated 
with respect to other groups (points close each other represent groups with similar attitude - on 
average - on that variable), to the general mean (corresponding to the zero quantification, 
because quantified variables are standardized) and to the variable categories, that we propose to 
represent on the same graph by their quantifications. The evaluation of differences and 
similarities can be done in terms of metric distance. For example, Figure 1b shows that, on 
average, subjects belonging to D and E groups have similar position (with reference to the 
variable “var2”), and the same holds for subjects of B and C groups, while subjects of A group 
differ from every other group (on average).   
The present paper proposes to use a PCP resulting from a NL-PCA solution in which p=m–1, 
where p is the number of dimensions maintained in the solution and m is the number of the 
analysed variables. This application of NL-PCA allows to keep a very large amount of variability 
of the original variables in the final solution: in other words, the loss of information is negligible. 
The attention is therefore not on the dimensionality reduction but only on the variable 
quantification, obtained by optimal scaling. The advantage of this approach is to maintain nearly 
the total amount of information in the new representation of the data, given by the PCP.  
 
                                                     
1
  Usually, in the biplot of variables and subjects (Figure 1a), the vector corresponding to the j-th variable originates 
at the origin of the axes coordinates and ends in the point with coordinates given by the px1 vector aj, where p is 
the number of components in the NL-PCA solution; actually, each vector originates in the point with coordinates 
given byaj, and the projection of points and centroids must take into account this extension.
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Figure 1. (a) Biplot of subjects (▪ points), three variables “var1”, “var2”, and “var3” (vectors) and centroids 
(A, B, C, D, E points); (b) projection of centroids on the variable “var2” and (c) transformation plot of the 
variable “var2”. 
 
The interpretation of the PCP can be improved by assigning a meaning (related to the original 
categories of the variable) to the line representing the variable on which centroids are projected. 
This is easily achieved by analyzing the transformation plots, one per variable, in which the 
(horizontal) x-axis displays the original categories cj of the variable and the (vertical) y-axis the 
corresponding category quantifications yj. The transformation plot shows the nonlinear 
transformation allowing the quantification of each original variable (for example, Figure 1c 
reports the transformation of the variable “var2”). Quantifications yj can be used to assign a 
meaning, related to the original categories of the variables, to the vertical line in the PCP (Figure 
1b). This allows not only to study the uniformity or diversity in the attitudes of groups of 
subjects, but also to interpret the position of group points with reference to the original categories 
of the variable and evaluate the metric distance among groups and between groups and 
categories. 
It is interesting to note, for example, that D and E groups are located (on average) between the 
categories C3 and C4 of the variable “var2”, and both B-C and A groups are close to the 
category C2 of the variable “var2”, even if the distance from C2 is larger for A than B-C.  
Moreover, since quantified variables are standardized (zero mean and unit variance), the zero on 
the vertical line of PCP represents the mean quantification. This indicates where the subject 
mean is located, with respect to the original categories of the variable: for example, Figure 1b 
suggests that the subject mean is between the categories C2 and C3 (though closer to C2). In 
addition, the position of groups can be evaluated not only with respect to each other, but also 
with respect to the mean of the whole set of subjects: Figure 1b shows that A, B, and C groups 
are below, while D and E are above the general mean. 
The group size obviously impacts on the position of centroids: a larger group size implies a 
higher contribute of that group to the general subject mean and the corresponding centroid will 
be closer to zero. It should be noted that the frequency distributions of variables do have an 
effect on the optimal quantification of categories and, therefore, on the NL-PCA results. In 
particular, categories with very low marginal frequencies tend to receive quantifications similar 
or equal to those of adjacent categories, suggesting a recoding of that variable by merging 
categories with equal quantifications. In the presence of low marginal frequencies, NL-PCA 
results can show some instability: this question has been faced in different ways in the literature 
([21]).   
Since the NL-PCA is a multivariate data analysis technique, the final solution takes into account 
all the variables in the analysis and the relations among them. In this paper, the objective is to 
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study the relations between some variables, on one hand, and the groups of subjects defined by 
some grouping variables, on the other hand. We want that such relations do not have effect on 
the NL-PCA solution. For this reason, the grouping variable are treated as passive or 
supplementary variables; therefore, their quantifications are computed in a second moment, 
when the ALS algorithm has already converged. Handling a variable as supplementary ensures 
that it does not influence the solution, but it can be displayed in the solution for illustrative 
purposes. Also, more important for this paper, selecting the multiple scaling level for a grouping 
variable, it is possible to analyse multivariate data on a group level, rather than on an individual 
level. 
As mentioned before, the PCP is already present in the CATPCA program of SPSS ([25]). In this 
paper the PCP is derived by un unusual application of NL-PCA and extended via the 
representation of the quantified categories of the active variable on the vertical axis and the mean 
quantification by the horizontal line corresponding to zero. But the most important extension is 
the introduction of inferential issues by the confidence intervals associated to centroids, as 
explained in the next subsection 2.3.  
 
2.3 Completing the PCP by Bootstrap ICIs 
The NL-PCA is a descriptive data analysis technique and it was developed from an exploratory 
point of view. In this sense, the PCP resulting from the application of NL-PCA cannot give an 
answer to the following question: “Are the group means (centroids) statistically different or 
not?”. Therefore, the PCP allows to interpret the position of the centroids with respect to each 
other, to the quantifications of the original categories, to the general subject mean, but it does not 
allow to draw inferential conclusions on those positions. In order to introduce inferential issues 
on PCP, in this paper we propose to complete the PCP with the construction of the Inferential 
Confidence Intervals (ICIs: [32], [15]), a graphic test of statistical difference designed to avoid 
common interpretative problems associated with the null hypothesis statistical testing. Graphed 
confidence intervals can be used for overlap pairwise comparisons as an inferential graphical 
tool at the stated significance level only after reducing their widths: the reduced statistical 
intervals have been named ICIs by Tryon ([32]) and thanks to the reduction, nonoverlapping ICIs 
are algebraically equivalent to a null hypothesis statistical test at the stated significance level. 
When dealing with large samples, the two ICIs at the approximate level  corresponding to 
groups A and B can be defined as ([15]): 
 
CIA = [mA ± zeAB sA] and CIB = [mB ± zeAB sB]  (1) 
 
where mA and mB are the sample means, A
2
AA / nds   and B
2
BB / nds   are the estimated 
standard errors with 2Ad  and 
2
Bd  the unbiased sample variances, zisthe (1–/2) quantile of the 
standard Normal distribution and )/( BAABAB ssse   with 
2
B
2
AAB sss   is the estimated ratio 
AB, 21 ≤AB≤1, necessary to reduce the width of confidence intervals, in order to reach the 
equivalence between nonoverlapping ICIs and null hypothesis statistical test at the stated 
significance level. If the ICIs to be represented on the same graph are more than two, 
gAB=zeAB can be replaced by the mean g of the gAB’s computed over all the possible pairs 
(A,B) ([15]). 
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Because the reduction of the standard confidence intervals depends on the unknown population 
variances that must be estimated, for small or moderated sample sizes the ICIs should be 
extended using the t-test ([32]) or the Welch-test ([7]). 
In the present paper, we propose to use the projected centroids corresponding to two groups as 
mA and mB in formulae (1) and to conduct a bootstrap study (with a number R of replications) in 
order to obtain the bootstrap estimates for standard errors of the NL-PCA projected centroids, to 
be used as sA and sB in the construction of ICIs. The obtained inferential confidence intervals can 
be referred to as Bootstrap ICIs (BICIs). Results can be nicely represented on the PCP by 
intervals associated with each single centroid; the comparison between groups of subjects can be 
easily achieved by checking the overlapping between the BICIs associated with the 
corresponding projected centroids. 
We chose a nonparametric bootstrap study ([12], [13]) in line with recent works introducing 
inferential issues to NL-PCA studies. For example, the nonparametric bootstrap procedure has 
been used ([24], [21]) in order to establish the stability of the results of the NL-PCA solution.  
 
 
3. Case study and Results 
 
The PCP with BICIs described in Section 2 was applied to real data coming from the survey on 
the Italian Social Cooperatives called ICSI
2007
 ([8]) in order to study the quality of work in social 
cooperatives. The attention was devoted to groups of workers defined by individual 
characteristics and characteristics of the social cooperative in which they are employed. These 
groups were compared with respect to some subjective variables of quality of work. 
Although objective aspects of the quality of work in social cooperatives (for example referring to 
the characteristics of the contract) could also have been considered, without loss of generality 
this paper considers only subjective aspects of the quality of work, referring to workers’ 
perceptions and attitudes (see, for example, [3], [5], [17]). It should be noted that also the 
objective variables are usually measured by categorical variables originated by the 
administration to the workers of questionnaires; therefore, they can also be analysed by the 
proposed graphical tool. 
The position of groups of workers - with different characteristics (gender, education, age, 
membership) employed in cooperatives of different geographical area, type (A or B) and 
dimension, in terms of number of workers - was analysed, with reference to the following 
variables of quality of work: DISTRIBUTIONAL and PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS, importance of 
interpersonal relations in the workplace (IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONS), effort put into the work 
and required by job tasks (EFFORT), organizational commitment (COMMITMENT), PAY and JOB 
SATISFACTION, loyalty to the cooperative (LOYALTY). The study involved 3,914 workers, 
obtained by excluding the subjects who answered “I do not know” to the distributional fairness 
item from the 4,134 workers included in the survey. All the considered variables result from the 
submission of single-item scales in the questionnaire and, except for LOYALTY, which is a 
nominal variable, all the variables are ordinal. The detailed description of the analysed variables 
and corresponding response scales are reported in Table 1, while their frequency distributions are 
in Figure 2. 
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Table 1. The eight variables of quality of work considered in the analysis. 
Variable Question Response scale 
DISTRIBUTIONAL 
FAIRNESS 
Do you think that your pay is fair in general? from 1 = “much less than fair” to 
7 = “much more than fair” (with 4 = “fair” and ? 
= “I do not know”) 
PROCEDURAL 
FAIRNESS 
The cooperative correctly behaves with respect 
to you (fair procedures) 
from 1 = “not at all agree” to 7 = “strongly 
agree” 
IMPORTANCE OF 
RELATIONS 
How much important are the interpersonal 
relations in the workplace? 
from 1 = “not at all important” to  
7 = “strongly important” 
EFFORT How much effort do you usually put into your 
work? 
from 1 = “at all” to 7 = “very much” 
COMMITMENT How much does the cooperative involve you in 
its mission, to recognize your work and 
motivate you to make it as better as possible? 
1= “never”; 2 = “rarely”; 3 = “sometimes”; 4 = 
“often”; 5 = “always” 
PAY SATISFACTION How satisfied are you with your pay? from 1 = “very dissatisfied” to 7 = “ very 
satisfied” (with 4 = “neither dissatisfied nor 
satisfied”) 
JOB SATISFACTION How satisfied are you with your job? from 1 = “very dissatisfied” to 7 = “ very 
satisfied” (with 4 = “neither dissatisfied nor 
satisfied”) 
LOYALTY What are your future intentions with reference 
to this cooperative? 
1= “stay as longer as possible, because I like my 
work and the workplace”; 2 = “stay as longer as 
possible, because I don’t have any alternative”; 
3 = “stay but not for long”; 4 = “leave as soon 
as possible”  
 
 
 Figure 2. Frequency distributions of the 3,914 workers according to the quality of work variables (% values). 
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The seven grouping variables used to classify workers in groups refer to both cooperative and 
worker characteristics (Table 2).  
 
Table 2. The seven grouping variables.  
Variable Response categories 
Cooperative characteristics 
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA north-west; north-east; centre; south and islands (of Italy) 
TYPE A type (providing health, social or educational services) and B type (integrating 
disadvantaged people into the labour market) 
DIMENSION ≤15; 16-49; ≥50 paid workers 
Worker characteristics 
GENDER male; female 
EDUCATION middle school; diploma; university (M.S. degree and higher) 
AGE ≤30; 31-40; ≥50 years old 
MEMBERSHIP member; nonmember 
 
Figures 3 and 4 show the frequency distributions of the 3,914 workers according to the seven 
grouping variables, separating cooperative (Figure 3) from worker (Figure 4) characteristics. The 
frequency distributions over the whole sample of 4,134 workers are substantially the same as the 
ones shown in Figures 2-4.  
 
 
 GEOGRAPHICAL AREA  TYPE  DIMENSION 
Figure 3. Frequency distributions of the 3,914 workers according to the cooperative characteristics. 
 
Firslty
2
, NL-PCA with p=m–1 was performed on the original sample of 3,914 workers. The 
variance accounted for in the final solution resulted 95.3%. Except for LOYALTY, which was 
optimally scaled according to the nominal transformation, the ordinal transformation was chosen 
to scale the other seven variables of quality of work. The resulting transformation plots are 
represented in Figure 5. These plots are useful to assign a meaning to the vertical axis of the PCP 
with BICIs. In particular, the vertical axis limits of the grey areas correspond to the vertical axis 
limits set in the next Figures 6-13, where PCPs with BICIs are displayed. 
 
                                                     
2
  The entire analysis was performed using the R 2.9.2 software.  
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 GENDER EDUCATION AGE MEMBERSHIP 
Figure 4. Frequency distributions of the of the 3,914 workers according to the worker characteristics. 
 
 
Figure 5. Transformation plots of the eight variables of quality of work (the original categories and the 
optimal quantifications are displayed in x-axis and y-axis, respectively).  
 
The seven grouping variables were analysed as supplementary or passive variables, scaled by a 
multiple nominal transformation. The projected centroids of the grouping variables onto the 
quality of work variables were computed. 
In order to obtain their associated BICIs and consequently the final graphical representations, a 
bootstrap study was conducted, with R=1,000 replications. For the construction of BICIs, we 
considered =0.05 and referred to the Normal distribution (the plots of the R projected centroids 
of each group resemble a Normal curve and the group sample sizes were always larger than 422 
over the R=1,000 replications). 
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Figures 6-13 show the projected centroids and their associated BICIs of the seven considered 
grouping variables onto the eight categorical variables under study. In order to make the 
comparisons among groups clearer, representations have been enlarged as much as possible by 
using different scales on the vertical axes in Figures 6-13 and an incomplete representation of the 
quantified categories on the vertical axes. However, it is still possible to recover distances 
between centroids and categories by looking at the transformation plots in Figure 5, where grey 
areas are depicted to indicate the scales used on the vertical axes in Figures 6-13. Moreover, grey 
areas suggest that projected centroids and their associated BICIs are compressed around the 
mean quantification (zero), especially for some variables like IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONS and 
JOB SATISFACTION.   
Figure 6 refers to DISTRIBUTIONAL FAIRNESS, whose response scale ranged from 1 = much less 
than fair to 7 = much more than fair (with 4 = fair), as displayed in Table 1. On the vertical axis 
the quantifications assigned to (some of) the original categories are displayed. The horizontal 
solid line, corresponding to the zero quantification (i.e., the mean quantification), informs that 
the 3,914 workers scored, on average, between categories 3 and 4. In other words, they consider 
in general their pay less than fair. This result is also visible in the transformation plot of 
DISTRIBUTIONAL FAIRNESS (Figure 5). BICIs associated to the projected centroids corresponding 
to the four geographical areas show that the workers employed in social cooperatives in the south 
as well as in the north-west of Italy perceive more fairness than the workers in the north-east and 
the centre. Distributional fairness perceived by workers in B type cooperatives is significantly 
higher than in A cooperatives. The perceived distributional fairness significantly increases as the 
dimension of the cooperative decreases. Looking at the groups of workers defined by individual 
characteristics, Figure 6 shows that females and members perceive their pay less fair than males 
and nonmembers, respectively; moreover, the perceived distributional fairness significantly 
increases as the worker educational level decreases (and the age increases). 
 
 
Figure 6. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, TYPE, 
DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto DISTRIBUTIONAL FAIRNESS. 
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The study of PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS shows that all workers scored on average between 
categories 3 and 4-5 (which received equal quantifications) on a response scale from 1 = not at 
all agree to 7 = strongly agree. The projected centroids and their associated BICIs onto 
PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS are represented in Figure 7. Groups defined by cooperative characteristics 
show substantially the same perceptions examined with reference to DISTRIBUTIONAL FAIRNESS 
(Figure 6). The most evident distinction with respect to the perceived distributional fairness is 
that the differences between pairs of groups defined by each worker characteristic are now not 
significant (except for members, who surprisingly perceive less procedural fairness than 
nonmembers). This was expected, because procedural fairness regards the justice in the 
behaviour of the cooperative, while distributional fairness refers to the justice in the individual 
pay: it seems reasonable that males and females, for example, evaluate the cooperative at the 
same manner but their pay in different ways. 
 
 
Figure 7. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, TYPE, 
DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS. 
 
The interpersonal relations at workplace are considered important by all workers: on average, 
they scored between categories 6 and 7 of IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONS (on a scale from 1 = not at 
all important to 7 = strongly important). From the graphical analysis of the PCP with BICIs 
(Figure 8) some significant differences appear: workers in A type cooperatives and females 
consider relations more important than workers in B cooperatives and males, respectively. This 
could be related to the different job of such workers: in the kind of services offered by the A 
cooperatives, the interpersonal relations play a fundamental role, much more important than in 
the integration of disadvantaged people into the labour market offered by B cooperatives; 
moreover, females are more often employed in direct contact with end users than males and this 
could be related to a perception of higher importance of relations. 
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Figure 8. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, TYPE, 
DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto IMPORTANCE OF RELATIONS. 
 
All workers declare to put much effort on their job (they scored on average between 6 and 7 of 
EFFORT on the ordinal scale from 1 to 7). It is interesting to note (see Figure 9) that workers in A 
type cooperatives, females, and members declare a significantly higher effort than workers in B 
cooperatives, males, and nonmembers, respectively. Moreover, the declared effort significantly 
increases as the dimension of the cooperative increases. 
 
 
Figure 9. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, TYPE, 
DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto EFFORT. 
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The ICSI
2007
 workers are involved in the mission of the cooperative and identify with the 
cooperative rather often: the mean quantification of COMMITMENT is between categories 3 
(sometimes) and 4 (often), though much closer to 4. Figure 10 shows that the workers employed 
in the south of Italy are more involved than the workers in the north and the centre, and members 
are more involved than nonmembers, as expected. The organizational commitment significantly 
increases as the dimension of the cooperative decreases. 
 
 
Figure 10. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL 
AREA, TYPE, DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto COMMITMENT. 
 
With reference to PAY SATISFACTION, the mean quantification is between categories 3 and 4 (on a 
scale from 1 = very dissatisfied to 7 = very satisfied). Figure 11 shows that the workers 
employed in the south of Italy are significantly more satisfied with their pay than workers in the 
north, while workers in the centre of Italy are the least satisfied with pay. Workers in B type 
cooperatives are significantly more satisfied with pay than workers in A type cooperatives. Both 
these results could be related to the lack of labour alternatives in the south of Italy and for the 
disadvantaged workers employed in B type cooperatives. Satisfaction with pay significantly 
increases as the dimension of the cooperative decreases. Looking at the groups of workers 
defined by each individual characteristic, there are no significant differences between males and 
females, while the workers with higher educational level are less satisfied with pay than workers 
with a lower educational level. Younger workers and members are less satisfied with pay than 
elder people and non-members, respectively. 
Although the workers of ICSI
2007
 are not very satisfied with pay, they are more satisfied with job 
in general. This means that the pay satisfaction is not a very important driver of the overall job 
satisfaction for these workers ([10]).  
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Figure 11. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, 
TYPE, DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto PAY SATISFACTION. 
 
 
Figure 12. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, 
TYPE, DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto JOB SATISFACTION. 
 
In fact, the mean quantification of JOB SATISFACTION is between the categories 6 and 7 (on a 
scale from 1=very dissatisfied to 7=very satisfied). As visible in Figure 12, the groups defined by 
the worker characteristics show notably differences with respect to job satisfaction: females are 
more satisfied than males; job satisfaction decreases as the educational level of workers 
increases; younger workers are less satisfied than elder workers. With reference to the 
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cooperative characteristics, workers employed in the south cooperatives are more satisfied than 
workers employed in the rest of the Country. Still, the lack of labour alternatives seems to play a 
role in determining a higher job satisfaction for those workers. The analysis of LOYALTY shows 
that the ICSI
2007
 workers intend to stay at the cooperative as longer as possible, mostly because 
they like work and workplace. The PCP with BICIs referred to LOYALTY (Figure 13) shows that 
there are no significant differences among the considered groups, except for workers with the 
highest educational level and the youngest, less loyal than workers with lower educational level 
and more aged, respectively. There is a relation between the loyalty and job satisfaction 
perceived by each group of workers: the most faithful groups are exactly the most satisfied with 
job in general. It should be noted that the interpretation of the response categories of LOYALTY is 
difficult because while categories 1, 3 and 4 could be considered ordered (from the highest to the 
lowest level of loyalty), category 2 explains a concept of loyalty-nonloyalty ([6])
3
.  
 
 
Figure 13. Projected centroids with associated BICIs of seven grouping variables (GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, 
TYPE, DIMENSION, GENDER, EDUCATION, AGE, MEMBERSHIP) onto LOYALTY. 
 
Concluding, results show that, with reference to the groups defined by the worker characteristics: 
                                                     
3
  With the aim of improving the interpretation of results referred to LOYALTY, NL-PCA was applied to the original 
sample by scaling all variables (including LOYALTY) by the ordinal scaling level. Results show that quantifications 
assigned to categories of LOYALTY obviusly change (qj=[-0.447, -0.328, 2.286, 2.286] for j=LOYALTY), due to the 
ordering restrictions: category 2 of loyalty-nonloyalty lies between categories 1 (high level of loyalty) and 3-4 
(moderate and low levels of loyalty, which received tied quantifications), though much closer to category 1. The 
centroids of the seven grouping variables projected onto LOYALTY respect the ordering obtained in the analysis 
with LOYALTY nominally scaled, but now they are all located between categories 2 and 3, though much closer to 2 
(and 1). Since results on the PCPs of all the other seven variables do not substantially change and the 
interpretation of the PCP of LOYALTY does not improve, we decided to apply the bootstrap study and the 
construction of ICIs to the NL-PCA solution with LOYALTY nominally scaled. 
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-  the differences between males and females are often negligible; significant differences refer 
to the higher importance of the interpersonal relations, the higher effort and the higher job 
satisfaction that females showed with respect to males; 
-  as the educational level of workers increases (and their age decreases), distributional fairness, 
pay and job satisfaction significantly decrease; 
-  members perceive a lower level of distributional and procedural fairness than nonmembers, 
but they are more involved in the mission of the cooperative and declare to put more effort in 
their work. 
With reference to the groups defined by the cooperative characteristics: 
- the workers employed in the south (and islands) of Italy show a peculiar position on the 
considered subjective variables of quality of work: with respect to the workers employed in 
the north and in the centre, they perceive a higher level of fairness, are more involved in the 
mission of the cooperative, and are more satisfied with pay and job in general; 
- workers employed in A type cooperatives perceive less fairness, give more importance to the 
interpersonal relations, put more effort, and are less satisfied with pay than workers in B 
cooperatives; 
- as the cooperative dimension decreases, the distributional and procedural fairness perceived 
by workers increases, as well as the involvement on the mission of the cooperative and the 
satisfaction with pay. This confirms the idea that in the small cooperatives the level of 
involvement in the mission is higher and the sharing of ideals, decisions and information is 
more common than in larger organizations. 
 
 
4. Discussion  
 
The results of the present study showed that the proposed graphical tool is easy to read and helps 
the interpretation of the existing relations in the data. It shows differences and similarities among 
the different groups of subjects (workers) with respect to the categorical variables of quality of 
work. It considers the position of groups on average and with respect to a specified categorical 
variable. 
In Section 3 we considered PCPs with BICIs where one single active variable and more grouping 
variables were represented in the same plot. A PCP with BICIs can also be constructed with 
several parallel lines representing several active variables where the centroids of one single 
grouping variable are projected. However, in this case the reading of the (quantified) categories 
on the line representing each active variable becomes more difficult. Moreover, there is the need 
to keep the same scale for the several active variables. This can make the differences among 
some groups not visible anymore, when the active variables have very different ranges. 
Having applied NL-PCA with p=m–1, where p is the number of dimensions in the solution and m 
is the number of active variables in the analysis, the loss of information is negligible. The 
optimal quantification of the categorical variables allows to compute metric distances among 
groups. The bootstrap study allows to overcome the descriptive nature of the NL-PCA procedure 
and to construct BICIs. Thanks to the use of BICIs, inferential arguments have been introduced 
in the analysis and it is immediate to note whether the differences between two groups are 
statistically significant or not. 
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Usually, the aim of PCA is to reduce data dimensionality. In this paper, the focus is only on the 
transformation of categorical variables obtained by NL-PCA. Because the attention is then on a 
graph considering each variable separately, the solution can be defined on a high dimensional 
space. We chose to keep p=m–1 principal components in the final solution in order to obtain a 
solution with the maximum variance accounted for. This solution will have some redundancy of 
information, unless the rare case in which correlations between the (transformed) variables are 
all very low. A smaller number p could be chosen from time to time in order to better satisfy the 
trade-off between interpretability and variance accounted for, but we proposed p=m–1 because 
(i) we are not interested in the principal components and in their interpretation, but in each 
variable separately and (ii) the bootstrap study requires a fixed p, and the choice made on the 
original sample could not be ideal in each of the R bootstrap samples.    
Obviously, the NL-PCA solution with p=m would guarantee no loss of information, but in that 
case all variables in analysis would be transformed according to a linear quantification, because 
there are no degrees of freedom in the NL-PCA optimisation problem. The optimal 
transformations maximizing the sum of the p=m eigenvalues of the correlation matrix among the 
m transformed variables are linear. The linear quantification, based on the hypothesis of equal 
distance between the categories, could be also considered as an alternative quantification 
method. But although it is widespread and in some contexts leads to results close to the ones 
obtained with more refined techniques, the hypothesis of equal distance between the categories is 
often unrealistic (see, among others, [23]). Moreover, when p=m the projected centroids of one 
group on a certain variable can be easily computed averaging that transformed variable over the 
subjects belonging to that group and the use of centroids as mA and mB in formulae (1) is 
straightforward. In this case, the standard errors necessary to construct ICIs can be derived from 
the sample variances, and our proposal would simply be an application of ICIs. Moreover, in that 
case, the transformation does not take into account the relations among all the variables in the 
analysis, but it is a sort of univariate transformation. Thus, other (univariate) quantification 
procedures could be taken into account and compared (for example, the indirect quantification 
based on the Normal cumulative function [31] or the one based on the Negative Exponential 
cumulative function [28]). In this way, however, the original idea of projecting centroids onto 
vectors softens up. 
The graphical representation of projected centroids refers to one active variable at a time, but 
takes into account the relations between that variable and the other variables under study, 
because optimal quantifications are assigned to the original categories with the aim of 
maximizing the variance accounted for in the final p-dimensional solution (given by the sum of 
the first p eigenvalues of the correlation matrix among the transformed variables). Therefore, the 
PCP remains a multivariate tool, even if points are represented on a straight line. 
This is a very attractive property, because one PCP is able to reveal information on the position 
of groups of subjects on one variable, taking into account the relations of that variable with all 
the others.  
For example, with reference to the case study described in Section 3, Figures 5 and 7 show that 
categories 4 and 5 of PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS received the same quantification, because workers 
scoring 4 and 5 on that variable gave similar answers to all the other quality of work variables in 
the analysis. This can be used when interpreting the position of centroids projected on 
PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS.  
The interpretation of the PCP must take into account this ability of the plot to consider the 
multivariate structure of the data, being aware that it makes sometimes the interpretation tricky. 
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This especially happens when the multivariate structure of the data leads to optimal 
transformations masking in some ways the relation between the analysed variable and one or 
more grouping variables. For example, when (i) two or more categories of a categorical variable 
receives equal quantifications and/or (ii) the optimal transformations are non-monotonic because 
of the presence of nonlinear (especially non-monotonic) relations among variables. 
As an example, consider one categorical variable with 5 categories, scaled according to an 
optimal transformation assigning a unique quantification q1 to categories 1 and 2 and a unique 
quantification q2≠q1 to categories 3, 4, and 5. Consider now gender as grouping variable and 
suppose that males only scored on categories 1 and 3; the position of the corresponding centroid 
on the PCP will be between q1 and q2 and, therefore, cannot directly reveal the dependency 
existing between gender and the categorical variable. 
However, the assignment of the same quantification to different categories means that subjects 
scoring on those categories gave similar answers to all the other variables under study. 
Therefore, confounding categories 1 and 2, on one hand, and 3, 4, and 5, on the other hand, in the 
example is not a serious drawback, especially when the meaning of the original categories allows 
a practical interpretation, like when dealing with ordinal variables. 
The interpretation of the PCP is not straightforward in the presence of nominal variables, when 
quantifications are tied and the merging of categories could have no meaning, and when the 
optimal transformations are non-monotonic and the position of centroids is not able to reveal the 
true relation among the analysed variable and the grouping variable.  
The risk of finding a situation difficult to interpret decreases as the number of components p 
retained in the NL-PCA solution increases. In fact, the choice on the number p is not only related 
to the well-known trade-off between the amount of information maintained in the solution and 
the interpretability of the components, but also to the ability (or the need) of the NL-PCA to take 
into account the multivariate relations among variables. In fact, with a notably reduction of 
dimensionality, the optimal transformations must be able to catch almost all the linear and 
nonlinear relations among variables in order to maximize the variance accounted for. Instead, as 
mentioned before, in the extreme situation with p=m the solution lies on a m-dimensional space 
and there is no need to transform variables to maximize the variance accounted for; the resulting 
PCPs can be considered univariate.  
Another way to use the proposed idea is to project centroids directly on the principal 
components. In this case, the components need to be interpreted and a small number of 
components is usually used. When this number equals 2 or 3, it is not necessary to construct the 
PCP; the projection can directly be made in the biplot representing the reduced space and the 
idea of BICIs can be replaced by other tools, like convex hulls ([21]), even if they have not 
exactly the meaning of statistical test on difference.  
Future research will (i) extend the proposed graphical tool in order to include the new 
developments on ICIs (see, for example, [33], [22]) and (ii) study the various definition of 
bootstrap intervals ([11], [13]), in order to look for a solution directly interpretable as a graphic 
test of statistical difference like ICIs. This solution could be used for the construction of the PCP 
with intervals but also of the graphical tools introducing inferential issues on the NL-PCA 
solution when it can be represented in 2 or 3 dimensions.  
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